
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Description of the Preferred Embodiment

The features of the present invention will be apparent from the following

description with reference to the accompanying drawings, which illustrate preferred

embodiment ofthe invention:

FIG. 1 is a perspective view ofthe (garment) article used both as a jacket and tote

bag in accordance with an embodiment ofthe present invention, seen from the

front.

FIG. 2 is a perspective view of the (outerwear garment) jacket of FIG. 1 seen

from the rear.

FIG. 3 is a view of the conversion from jacket to tote bag, as the (pocket) sack

portion is turned inside out.

FIG. 4 is a perspective view of the (outerwear garment) jacket converted into a

tote bag and ready for use.

FIG. 5 is a perspective view ofthe (outerwear garment) jacket in FIG. 1 in its

reversible mode as seen from the front.

FIG. 6 is a perspective view of the (outerwear garment) jacket of FIG. 1 in its

reversible mode as seen from the rear.



DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

Referring to FIG. 1
5
this view is a perspective view of (outerwear garment) jacket

in its mode of operation as a casual jacket or the like. The jacket consists of

Mouth 1 , which is the head and neck opening of the (outerwear garment) jacket .

Button hole track 2 along with button 3 is the fastening device used to keep the

(outerwear garment) jacket closed when being worn as a jacket . Sleeve 4 is used

to receive the arms into the (outerwear garment) jacket and trunk portion 5 is for

the upper part of the body. Fig. 2 shows the rear view ofthe (outerwear garment)

jacket . A double layer of material is sewn together to form the back piece of the

trunk portion 5 of (the outerwear garment) the jacket. The top layer of material

has a mouth opening identified by 20 that leads to the sack portion 30, previously

referred to as pocket, and ofwhich is the result of the layers of material being

attached. The Straps 21 are drawstrings (that) and they are used to carry the

combination garment used as ajacket and tote bag reversible jacket and tote bag

in one, when the (said garment) jacket is being used in the tote bag function. The

Straps 21 also known as the drawstrings are threaded through loophole 22. Trunk

portion base 6 is the lower trunk portion of the sack portion 30. Sleeves 4 are used

to receive arms as identified in FIG 1 . FIG. 3 is a Ml view of the (outerwear

garment) jacket as it is converted into the tote bag mode. To convert the

outerwear garment as jacket into a tote bag you must first turn the outerwear

garment over to reveal the mouth opening identified by 20 in Fig 2. Place your

hand through the opening until you reach bottom of trunk portion base 6. Grab



hold ofmaterial at base 6 and pull upward, turning the sack portion 30 inside out .

The article can be used as a tote bag in the following manner: First the user takes

off the jacket and places his hand through the mouth opening 20 ofthe sack

portion 30 until he reaches the seam identified by trunk portion base 6 as viewed

in FIG. 2. User then must grab hold of material at trunk portion base 6 and pull

upward, inverting the entire sack portion 30. The sleeves 4, trunk portion 5,

button hole track 2 and button 3 along with mouth opening 1 are all (received)

delivered down into the sack portion 30 through mouth opening 20 . Drawstrings

or straps 21, which are (threaded) positioned through loophole 22, are used to

carry the tote bag and are (adjusted) adjustable . Trunk portion base 6 is the lower

trunk portion of sack portion 30 also viewed in FIG. 2, FIG. 4, and FIG. 6.

The results of this maneuver are seen in FIG. 4, as this is the perspective view

of the (outerwear garment) jacket converted into the tote bag function and ready

for use. Again, mouth opening 20 received sleeves 4, truck portion 5, button hole

track 2 and button 3 along with mouth opening 1 and are all tucked down into the

sack portion 30. Sack portion 30 is a capacious sack portion and can receive

several items to be carried. Mouth 1 is the head and neck opening ofthe jacket

when being worn. Straps (Drawstrings) 21 which are (threaded) positioned

through loophole 22 are used to carry tote bag and are adjusted to be used as

handles as seen in FIG. 3. Trunk portion base 6 is the lower portion of sack

portion 30.

To convert the tote bag back into a jacket, simply reach inside the tote bag and

pull out the sleeves 4 and the entire trunk portion 5, button hole track 2 and button



3 will unfold to reveal itself once again as (an outerwear garment) a jacket . You

could then place straps (drawstrings) 21 inside the mouth opening 20 identified in

HG-2t Sack portion 30 identified in FIG. 2; The jacket is now ready to be worn

and return jacket to its reverse mode and the jacket is now ready to be worn.

Because the (outerwear garment) jacket is reversible, (FIG 4) FIG. 5 is a

perspective view of the outerwear garment turned inside out and worn jacket in

reversible mode. By simply turning the jacket inside out, you achieve a (and) new

look (in) that includes, but is not limited to, interlock-stitching (40) is along

sleeves 3 50, which is along sleeves 4a and the entire boarder ofthe (outerwear

garment) jacket and zipper 4 1 is used to close the garment. Trunk portion 5a is for

the upper body. Fastening track 51 with slider 52 is used to close the jacket when

being worn . The inside back (panel) piece of the jacket reveals mouth 20

identified in FIG. 2 that leads to sack portion 30 also identified in FIG 2 . Since

mouth 20 is completely concealed, there is no need for a closing device to seal the

^ opening. The inside back (panel) piece of the (outerwear garment) jacket is the

oversize pocket 20 identified in Fig 2 . also reveals loop hole 22 and the

drawstrings 21 or straps which are (threaded) positioned through loop hole 22 and

are used to carry the garment when the jacket is converted to tote bag function.

The present invention used as a jacket in reversible mode combination

reversible jacket and tote bag in one more particularly relates to the view in (Fig

5) FIG. 6 which is a plain view ofthe rear ofthe jacket with interlock stitching 50

visible as the border design in that Fig 5 reveals a very clean look as the pocket 20

from Fig 2 is and on sleeves 4a which are used to receive arms into the garment.



In this view, trunk portion base 6 now functions as the lower trunk portion of

trunk portion 60. Trunk portion 60 covers the rear of the upper body and presents

a clean, smooth surface as mouth opening 20. drawstrings 2L loop hole 22 and

sack portion 30 from FIG. 2 are now completely concealed. Using the reverse

mode is what makes the jacket so unique in that the functions and articles used to

convert the jacket into a tote bag are not exposed at all thus eliminating the

obviousness of its multiple functions and the need for any closing devices or

apparatus since mouth 20 which leads to sack portion 30 is now completely

concealed.



REMARKS (Amended)

Please note the remarks previously submitted have been amended in accordance to your

request and are incorporated to this reply. Remarks concerning Claims 1 and 2 now refer

to Claims 4 and 5.

I do ask that in the event that these claims are not allowable I would like to have a claim

drafted that is allowable.

Print Name


